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Case Study - AR Management:
• Denial & Appeal Management

Results:
• Streamlined appeals process
• Reduced steps involved in AR process
• Collectors now bring in significantly
more money in much less time

Other ZirMed Solutions Used:

than before. When we had to rely on our

Why We Chose ZirMed
Previously, the company’s collectors
were forced to work from aging reports
because their service platform doesn’t
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allow zero-pay transactions to be posted.

• Claims Management
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• Remittance Advice
• Patient Payments
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“ZirMed’s Denial & Appeal
Management gives us a clear
picture of our denials by payer
and by branch location, so we
can take immediate action on
the trends we’re seeing.”
—Donald Hoskins
Manager, Revenue Cycle Support
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“It’s helping our collectors bring in significantly more money in much less time.”

Favorite Features
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How ZirMed Benefits
Consolidated Health Services
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Ready to learn more about ZirMed?
Visit us at www.zirmed.com or give us a call at 877.494.1032.
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